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Baseline EIC Detector Implementation in Delphes

Collider Configuration[4] and Physics Goals

Image from Ref. [1]

The electron-hadron beam model employed for the studies
shown here is an e− and p+ collision with Ee = 18 GeV and
Ep = 275 GeV.

Physics Goals

I Study intrinsic strange and charm in the
proton/nucleus

I Model EIC and baseline detector and observe how choices
(e.g. PDFs, detector components) affect sensitivity to this
physics

I Utilize jet production at EIC and jet flavor identification as
platform for investigation

I We want to acknowledge existing work on charm
tagging [2] by Yue-Shi Lai (LBNL) using GEANT4, a silicon
tracker concept, and signed, ordered track impact
parameter significance (c.f. Ref. [3]).
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Baseline EIC Detector Implementation in Delphes

Delphes and Detector Implementation[4]

Charged particle tracking covers |η| < 3.5 and is efficient for tracks
with pT > 0.1GeV. For this study, the track d0 resolution

formula is set to 20µm for all (pT , η) where this tracker model
has acceptance.

I Implementation in Delphes by Miguel[5]
based on EIC Detector Matrix [6]; a fork
is used for studies in this talk [7]

I Consists of a tracking system, ECal, and
HCal. Tracker is immersed in 1.5T
solenoidal magnetic field.

Tracker Information

I For hadrons below 0.1 GeV in pT ,
efficiency is zero.

I For hadrons with pT = (0.1, 1.0],
efficiency varies from 95% for |η| ≤ 1.5,
to 92% for η = (1.5, 2.5], to 85% for
η = (2.5, 3.5].

I For hadrons with pT > 1.0, efficiency
varies from 98% for |η| ≤ 1.5, to 95% for
η = (1.5, 2.5], to 90% for η = (2.5, 3.5].

I For hadrons with |η| > 3.5, efficiency is
zero.
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Baseline EIC Detector Implementation in Delphes

Delphes and Detector Implementation[4]

The barrel and endcap electromagnetic calorimeters (|η| < 1.0 and
|η| = [1.0,4.0], respectively) are assumed to have a granularity of
(∆η,∆φ) = (0.020,0.020). The minimum cell energy threshold is

set to 0.2 GeV.

I Implementation in Delphes by Miguel[5]
based on EIC Detector Matrix [6]; a fork
is used for studies in this talk [7]

I Consists of a tracking system, ECal, and
HCal. Tracker is immersed in 1.5T
solenoidal magnetic field.

ECal Information

I For |η| = (−4.0,−2.0],
σ2 = E2 × (1.0%)2 + E × (2.0%)2

I For |η| = (−2.0,−1.0],
σ2 = E2 × (1.0%)2 + E × (7.0%)2

I For |η| = (−1.0, 1.0],
σ2 = E2 × (1.0%)2 + E × (10.0%)2

I For |η| = (1.0, 4.0],
σ2 = E2 × (2.0%)2 + E × (12.0%)2
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Baseline EIC Detector Implementation in Delphes

Delphes and Detector Implementation[4]

The EIC baseline detector does not describe the granularity of an
HCal. (an ≈ sPHENIX HCal is assumed). The barrel hadronic
calorimeter (|η| < 1.0) has (∆η,∆φ) = (0.1,0.1); the endcap

(|η| = [1.0,4.0]) has (∆η,∆φ) = (0.025,0.025), improved over
barrel. Resolution also improves in the endcap. The minimum cell

object threshold is set to 0.4 GeV.

I Implementation in Delphes by Miguel[5]
based on EIC Detector Matrix [6]; a fork
is used for studies in this talk [7]

I Consists of a tracking system, ECal, and
HCal. Tracker is immersed in 1.5T
solenoidal magnetic field.

HCal Information

I For |η| = (−4.0,−1.0],
σ2 = E2 × (10.0%)2 + E × (50.0%)2

I For |η| = (−1.0, 1.0],
σ2 = E2 × (10.0%)2 + E × (100.0%)2

I For |η| = (1.0, 4.0],
σ2 = E2 × (10.0%)2 + E × (50.0%)2
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Physics Process

Physics Process of Interest - Charged-Current Scattering

I Charged-Current (CC) DIS is simulated using
PYTHIA8 [8, 9]
I Process:

WeakBosonExchange:ff2ff(t:W)
I Q2 > 100 GeV2

I PDF set: internal to PYTHIA8 (instead of
LHAPDF)
I Clear place to target theory inputs/variations

and improved frameworks like LHAPHF.
I Issues

I Generated 4M events at SMU on our
“ManeFrame II” supercomputer

I Currently experiencing PYTHIA8
vector::_M_range_check: error in about
20% of runs → limits number of events per job
I can simulate, need to track problem down.
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Physics Process Some Validation Plots for Jets

Validation Plots for Reconstructed Jets (R=1.0)
Jets are reconstructed using tracks and calorimeter clusters in an EnergyFlow approach. The Anti-kT algorithm
builds the jet (R=1.0) and energy flow is used to recompute the jet four-vector. The reconstruction
implementation comes from FastJet [10, 11].

Jets well-contained in the barrel tracking volume will have |η| < 1.0, given the radius parameter of these jets.
Jets well-contained in the forward/backward regions of the tracker will have |η| = [1.0,3.0).
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Physics Process Some Validation Plots for Jets

Validation Plots for Reconstructed Jets (R=1.0)
Jets are reconstructed using tracks and calorimeter clusters in an EnergyFlow approach. The Anti-kT algorithm
builds the jet (R=1.0) and energy flow is used to determine the jet four-vector. The reconstruction implementation
comes from FastJet [10, 11].

Jet energy resolution
(Σ ≡ (EJ − E true

J )/E true
J ) in this

detector model varies with jet energy,
of course, but generally has an RMS
that varies between 15-20% at low
EJ to 5-10% at higher EJ .

Barrel jet resolution is worse than
endcap resolution (∼ 20% vs.
7.5 − 15%).

The “Transition” region is the one
between the barrel and endcap(s). I
set that to be between |η| = [0.5,1.5]
given the size of the jets.

True jets are matched to reconstructed jets if they fall within half the radius parameter of the reconstructed jet
axis. Closest in ∆R =

√
(∆φ)2 + (∆η)2 is retained.
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Track-Counting Flavor-Tagging Algorithm

Flavor Tagging by Track Counting

Graphic from ATLAS b-jet Trigger Signature Group

Delphes provides a nice, basic flavor tagging algorithm:
high-impact-parameter track counting inside a jet object.
I Track pmin

T = 1 GeV
I Track IPmax = 3.0 mm (estimated using ∼twice the expected

charm meson flight length in a pT = 40 GeV jet, assuming the
hadron carries half the jet energy)

I Use the signed impact parameter, and require d0/σd0 > 2 to
count a track as “high-impact-parameter.”

I Require ≥ 3 such tracks ("tight" setting).

Dedicated charm-jet taggers developed for LHC experiments (e.g.
ATLAS) use multivariate discriminants that combine 2-D and 3-D
track impact parameter information with secondary vertex and jet
evolution information. In their loose (tight) configurations they can
select 40% (20%) of charm jets while keeping only 25% (5%) of
b-jets and 5% (0.5%) of light jets. That’s “state-of-the-art” for now.
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Track-Counting Flavor-Tagging Algorithm

Example: Delphes vs. CMS

Slide from Ref. [12]

Dedicated charm-jet taggers developed
for LHC experiments (e.g. ATLAS) use
multivariate discriminants that combine
2-D and 3-D track impact parameter
information with secondary vertex and
jet evolution information. In their loose
(tight) configurations they can select
40% (20%) of charm jets while keeping
only 25% (5%) of b-jets and 5% (0.5%)
of light jets. That’s “state-of-the-art” for
now.
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Track-Counting Flavor-Tagging Algorithm

Example: Event Display of Charm Jet, 3 high-IP tracks, pT = 58 GeV, η = 0.97

Displaced vertex is about 1mm radially separated from the IP.
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Flavor Tagging Performance - a Baseline

Flavor Tagging Performance
For the following, require pT > 20 GeV:

Tagging Efficiency [%] by Jet Flavor

|η| Region charm bottom light

|η| < 1.0 6.09 ± 0.17 29 ± 3 0.022 ± 0.004

|η| = [1.0,3.0] 5.10 ± 0.16 23 ± 3 0.030 ± 0.005

Definitely need more generator-level statistics for heavy flavor. Should be possible in this
effort to significantly discern tracking efficiency changes as a function of tracker region,
even with this algorithm (expect observable degradation of tagging efficiency in
lower-efficiency tracker regions, which appears to hold in the above table).

Despite the basic nature of track-counting for flavor tagging, this performance is already a
fair fraction of the “tight” configuration of the ATLAS multivariate charm jet tagger (20%
charm jet efficiency, 0.5% light jet efficiency).
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Conclusions and Outlook

Conclusions and Outlook

I Thanks to Miguel for implementing a baseline-like EIC detector in Delphes (among
other things!), there is a really nice end-to-end framework for conducting detector-level
studies of heavy flavor jets.
I Need to redo the studies listed here, swapping internal PYTHIA8 PDFs for LHAPDF

[high-priority] → study varying intrinsic strange/charm components.
I Jets are an interesting playground for thinking not only about theory inputs, but detector

configurations.
I With these foundations in place, we can pursue a number of interesting studies:

I Vary the HCal configuration and observe effects on jet energy resolution, etc. → since jet
mass and pT are common inputs to flavor tagging algorithms, variations can have an input
on tagger performance.

I Vary the interaction point (d0, z0) resolution model, especially implementing a more
sensible model.

I Vary B-field choice (1.5T or 3.0T) and observe effects on tagger performance.
I Spin up a more advanced tagger based on existing experimental approaches and study its

sensitivity to detector design choices.
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